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Conveyancing 
transformed



And the lucky 
winner is…



End-to-end electronic conveyancing

From the time your client walks in the 
door to the moment settlement is 
complete, every step of the 
conveyancing process can now be 
conducted electronically. 

This technology exists today and is 
already being used by practitioners.

This is not BETA software, it is live 
now! 



Verification 
of identity

• Secure – no 
sensitive client data 
stored on your 
device

• Integrated into the 
matter

Smart 
contracts

• Not an empty PDF  
• Matter information 

is auto populated

Electronic 
signing

• No delays in the post
• More secure than 

paper 
• Better service for 

your clients

Electronic 
settlement

• Your choice based 
on your customer 
requirements

• Book manual or 
electronic 
settlements

The end-to-end process



There’s no need to be anxious about going electronic…

• our integration enables you to complete the entire process from 
within InfoTrack. 

• it’s entirely your choice which steps you choose to do electronically.

• we are integrated with all of the following practice management 
systems:

It’s easier than you think

*While InfoTrack does not have any formal partnership in place with LexisNexis, the InfoTrack system may be used in conjunction with Lexis Affinity without breaching 
the end user agreement. InfoTrack remains committed to ensuring that the InfoTrack System works and will continue to work smoothly with Lexis Affinity.



There’s no need to be anxious about VOI…

If your client doesn’t like mobile phones – do a manual VOI!  

But, if their time is precious and they’re concerned about security of 
their identity documents, use IDfy. It:

• is integrated into your matter

• securely stores your client’s data, which is valid for 2 years

Verification of identity with



There’s no need to be anxious about signing…

If your client doesn’t like electronic signatures, print your electronic 
contract, pop it in the mail, wait for Australia Post to deliver it and 
scan it back into your matter (everyone loves a scanner!)

But, if you don’t like waiting for Australia Post and want to have a real-
time understanding of where a contract is – use SignIT.  (not just for 
eCOS, for any document!)

Electronic signing with 



There’s no need to be anxious about settlement…

Book electronically through our PEXA integration, or…

Book manually through the agent you use today, or…

Book both!

Electronic settlement with



Electronic exchange + electronic settlement
= eConveyancing

Electronic end-to-end demonstration

Complete eConveyancing





Once exchange is complete you can launch and manage your PEXA 
workspace within the InfoTrack platform. 

This is not simply a button that leads to the PEXA 
website. InfoTrack maps any relevant data into every 
possible field in PEXA.

+

PEXA integration



• Save time

• Provide new efficient services to your client 

• Choose the process that works best for you 

• Can you use this today?  Yes

• If you haven’t already: sign up with InfoTrack today.  No lock-in fee, no 
minimum spend. 

• If you use a practice management system that can be integrated to 
InfoTrack, request integration - it’s free!  InfoTrack is built into many of 
these “out of the box” systems.

• Call PEXA - select InfoTrack as your sponsor (or do that today).

Secure, fast, easy.

Start the electronic process today



Q&A


